Membership is free

Life is poetry.
You are invited to www.poetryzoo.com

PoetryZoo is the evolution of poetry. A new way to write, publish and share
poetry online. To connect. Be read. It’s about poetry anytime, anywhere. On
tablet, laptop, desktop, smartphone – PoetryZoo simply adapts. At PoetryZoo, we
believe life is poetry.
PoetryZoo is a vibrant adaptation using the latest
digital tools. It’s about inspiration, stimulation;
mutual respect and support. Opportunity.
PoetryZoo is a creative online environment.
Every member receives their own personal
Workspace. An online study. A private, creative
cocoon. Here you can write and hone your poetry
– make multiple drafts, revise, polish. Or import
existing poems. As many poems as you like.
Everything is safely preserved.
When you’re ready, publish your poems in your
unique Poetry Window. Your showcase to the
world. This is your place to be read. Add optional
introduction and dedication – link sound and
video. Build Collections; organise poems in
any order. You can share single poems or whole
collections. As many as you want. Create an
optional ‘Poet Profile’ – reveal as much or as little
as you wish. Pic or avatar. Or if you want to stay
enigmatic, use a ‘Zoodonym’!
Then connect. Share. Be read. Read. Engage.
Connect with PoetryZoo members and the world.
Build your readership with ‘Readers and Reading’
– it works pretty much like Twitter’s Followers
and Following. Contribute to communal
Anthologies – or start one! Join or launch mutual

interest Groups. Give and receive comments –
and ‘Loves’! - on poems - or not. It’s always up
to you. Discuss. Make friends. Contacts. Check
out what’s happening on PoetryZoo and poetryrelated news and features in our ‘Muse’ space.
Connect your social media - Twitter, Facebook,
Pinterest, Google+, MySpace, blogs, websites, etc.
Tweet new work, cross-post... Email poems direct
to friends, networks, family, contacts - or just
your beloved!
The copyright of your poems remains with you:
now and forever.
Every poet on PoetryZoo is unique; everyone is
welcome and respected. Encouraged. Everyone
– from professional poets and celebrities to
total beginners, occasional or lifelong writers;
the experienced, bold or shy; the nervous,
determined, visionary and ambitious - has
the same facilities and opportunities. Any
background; any age. At PoetryZoo, we believe a
poet can be anyone. Poetry is for the many, not
the few. We think poetry is a natural part of life, a
natural human response.
We invite you to PoetryZoo. Be inspired.

Visit www.poetryzoo.com to find out more. Membership is free.
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